Hidalgo County Public Land Advisory Committee (PLAC)
Minutes
November 4, 2015
A regularly scheduled meeting of the Hidalgo County Public Land Advisory Committee (PLAC) was
held November 4, 2015. Those in attendance: Judy Keeler, Jimmy Stewart, Meira Gault, Chuck
McGhee, Walt Anderson and Roger Payne – PLAC members; Keith Zimmerman and Dawn Dwillis - US
Border Patrol; Mark Bernal and Don McClure - Las Cruces BLM; Bart Kicklighter - USFS Douglas
District; Matt Schultz – USFS Gila District; Brandon Kempton – NM Game and Fish; Dara Parker –
Senator Heinrich; Darr Shannon - Hidalgo Commission and Ralph Pope SWNE - guests.
Minutes: Meira stated there were some errors on the draft minutes for August. Discussion followed.
Jimmy Stewart moved the minutes be postponed until the next meeting, seconded by Meira. The
motion passed unanimously.
Agency Updates: BLM Las Cruces District – Don explained they had completed about 10,000 acres of
vegetative treatments in Hidalgo County this year. BLM is still working on grazing permit renewals.
The EAs have been completed on 12 allotments by the Forest Service’s Enterprise Team. In addition,
the Southline EIS should be published very soon.
Discussion followed on the Forest Team’s contract and the assurances that this Team would help
expedite the BLM’s grazing renewal workload. Don responded that the Team is serving many state
BLM offices so their workload has increased exponentially. The quality of their work, however, is
very good. BLM is happy with their progress and is hopeful that when the first round is finished the
remaining work will take less time. More discussion followed.
In Judy’s opinion, the system is not working efficiently. Many ranchers are concerned with the
grazing renewal delays. They are also aware some extremist groups want all cattle removed from the
federal lands, are quick to file lawsuits against the federal agencies and have been successful finding
judges that rule that cattle must be removed until the agencies finish their tasks.
She also expressed her concerns with the new Rapid Ecosystem Assessments that is being
developed in Washington D.C. In her opinion the REAs will only serve to eventually compound the
federal agencies’ workloads. She emphasized top-down decisions do not work well on a local level.
Meira asked about categorical exclusions and if BLM has the same rule as the Forest Service.
Don responded that this exclusion can be applied if no changes are made to the permit and the health
standards are met. BLM has, however, been directed for several years not to use CEs. Even when a
CE is used, the final decision is still open to appeal and litigation. Discussion followed. The Gila
Forest Service was challenged by some special interest groups because the ranchers’ permits were
renewed under the Categorical Exclusion clause. The Gila prevailed in this case.
Don said a new Congressional rider is currently being applied by BLM to renew the permits. He
will send the PLAC more information on this rider. Dara explained that Senator Heinrich is co1

sponsoring legislation that would renew grazing permits from 10 to 20 years. There are, however,
many concerns with this approach.
Judy explained there is a lot of confusion about how ranching evolved in the West. Most New
Mexico ranches are made up of a checkerboard ownership pattern consisting of federal, state and
private lands. Southern New Mexico has the highest percentage of federal lands in the state. The
ranchers use their grazing leases to produce a crop that, traditionally, helped pay their expenses.
Many ranchers borrowed money from a bank to purchase these ranches units. Uncertainty over the
new federal rules, regulations and management policies, coupled with the lawsuits by radical
environmental organizations, have only served to unnerve the ranching community, including the small
rural communities and counties. When the ability of the rancher to continue raising their crops are
jeopardized everyone gets very concerned with their economic well-beings.
One of the objectives of the Taylor Grazing Act was to bring economic stability to the ranching
community. It also provided a means by which the western ranches could be bought and sold. In her
opinion, this same uncertainty has returned today. She felt our nation is regressing back to the time
when range wars raged across the West.
Darr felt the special interest groups have caused the federal agencies to be in fear. As a
result, very little gets done that is productive. Don responded that he does not see this in the Las
Cruces area. In Arizona, where he came from, he felt the agency was more heavily scrutinized by the
environmental groups.
Discussion followed. Don assured the PLAC that the BLM had learned a lot through the years.
Now they are very careful to cross all their t’s and dot all their i’s. No one likes an administrative law
judge telling them they didn’t do their job right then remanding it back to the agency to do it over.
Darr agreed that Las Cruces does a good job. However, in the bigger picture, she felt the
special interest groups had a lot of sway over the direction the federal agencies are heading.
Especially, in the way the federal lands are to be managed in the future. It is unsettling to those who
must live under the BLM’s directives.
Coronado National Forest - Bart Kicklighter explained he’d just finished the minutes from the last
meeting. He wished Joe Harris and Johnny Whatley were with him. He stated the Coronado is going
through a lot of changes. There’s a fairly new Forest Supervisor and a new Acting Deputy Supervisor
in Tucson. Johnny Whatley has been in Tucson about 9 months. Jennifer Ruyle is no longer with the
agency. He will be in Douglas until a new District Ranger is appointed in February.
Bart added the fire manager typed up some notes that reflect the status of the Hog and
Guadalupe managed fires. However, the PLAC already seems aware of this information. The agency is
still reviewing the Peloncillo Fire Management Plan. Discussion followed on the total number of acres
burned in the two fires. 11,645 acres burned in Hidalgo County. 3,500 acres burned in Cochise
County. Discussion followed on how the portion in Hidalgo came to be administered by Arizona. Ralph
explained there a lot of questions and issues that arise because it’s located in New Mexico but
administered under a different jurisdiction in Arizona. Roger indicated there are not even picnic
tables or restrooms in Hidalgo. In addition, it has very little public access. The importance of this
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area to the residents in southern New Mexico and to Hidalgo County residents, specifically, was
emphasized by the PLAC.
New Mexico Game and Fish - Brandon Kempton explained that a few things had changed in the
Department, including penalty assessments. Now some fines may be sent to the Department instead
of a person having to attend court. Bigger issues still require the hunter to appear in court. He
added the Department has denied a permit to U.S. Fish and Wildlife to release more Mexican Wolves
in New Mexico. Discussion followed on why the permit had been denied. Brandon also discussed the
NM State Land Office agreement with NM Game and Fish to use state lands for hunting. The new
NM State Land Commissioner believes the Department is not paying enough for this hunting lease.
The Department is currently paying $200,000 a year. The new Commissioner thinks one million a year
is more representative of today’s market. Discussion followed on whether the increase was fair.
In response to a question regarding hunter access to state lands across private land Brandon
responded, a lot of hunters have asked him what to do if a rancher blocks access into the public lands.
He explains the private lands need to be properly posted. He suggests they GPS the location and
record the conversation if they intend to file hunter harassment charges. Discussion followed on how
threatening it is for a hunter to approach a rancher holding a recorder in his hand. The status of
roads allowing access into the public lands and whether they have legal easements was also a part of
the discussion.
Brandon added that it’s nearly impossible for him to investigate a conflict between hunters and
ranchers without specific evidence that supports their positions. An administrative judge would
dismiss these complaints without evidence.
Dara explained that Senator Heinrich has introduced legislation that would use 1% of the Land
and Water Fund to purchase access easements where no access currently exists into the federal
lands. She added this amendment has been included in a larger energy package that is in the Energy
and Natural Resources Committee. It has bipartisan support. Discussion followed on how long access
issues have existed; how they should be resolved by local government and whether federal dollars
could be redirected to assist local governments solve local access issues.
Gila National Forest – Matt Schultz introduced himself, explaining he previously worked for the NM
Environmental Department in Watersheds. He is now the Gila National Forest Planner. Many Forest
are currently going through their forest revision process. The plans usually last about 20 years so it’s
time to restart the Gila’s. Matt is meeting with many of the counties and organizations in and around
the Gila to solicit their help in shaping the new plan. He also explained desired conditions are the
driving forces behind the planning process, i.e. what do you want to see happening in your forests?
The Final EA will be a broad over-arching, umbrella document that will set the tone for the local
district’s planning processes.
The new 2012 planning rule, which differs slightly from the old rule, will apply to the NEPA
process for this EA. The new rule emphasizes public involvement and collaboration; ecosystem
services and sustainability; and cross jurisdictional coordination. Multiple-use management is still a
part of the Forest Service’s mandate. They will be using the best available science. Regarding cross
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jurisdictional coordination, they will be coordinating with Native American tribes, federal and state
agencies, and local governments. Certain elements of the Hidalgo County Comprehensive Development
Plan will be evaluated to see what features are appropriate to be included in the new Plan. The State
Wildlife Action Plan is also being reviewed. As much of this plan as possible will be incorporated into
the Gila Plan. They will be pulling from as many plans as possible to evaluate which objectives are
compatible and can be incorporated into the Plan.
The Gila Plan is divided into three phases. The Assessment Phase will last about a year. The Gila
has a Team that is collecting this information. They will be looking at 15 topics including; ecologic,
social and economics. The Revision Phase will take about three years, if all goes well. The final phase
will be the Implementation and Monitoring. This phase will take place over the next 15 years.
He sent around a signup sheet for everyone that was interested in being a part of the process.
Discussion followed. Judy recommended they keep the document simple. Over-planning can
sometimes end with a product that is too complicated to understand and follow.
Special Fire Meeting – Judy reported the special PLAC meeting on October 21st had been very
productive. About 10 people attended including Ralph Pope, Les Owens and Howard Hutchinson. Ralph
was the range conservationist specialist when the CEs in the Gila were challenged by a radical
environmental group. Their monitoring work held up under the court’s scrutiny. Howard helped the
PLAC when they developed and wrote an alternative to the Coronado National Forest’s Peloncillo Fire
Plan. He also contributed greatly to the PLAC’s understanding of the NEPA process and how a local
government can be involved in this process. Les works for NMAD and has extensive knowledge on
many things, including digital mapping.
Ralph thought the County was heading in the right direction. The potential core team members
were the same people that had been involved in the development of the original Hidalgo Plan. He
agreed updating the County’s plan was probably the best approach to wildfire issues. Judy expressed
her opinion that wildfires impacts rural residents in many of the same ways it impacts urban interface
residents including, economically, socially and sometimes physically.
Ralph added the agencies need to be involved since they have the fire expertise. In the
counties in which he has helped rewrite their fire plans, they included the agencies because they own
the land and are the only ones that can resolve any fire issues that might arise. The group should be
kept small so solutions can be effectively addressed. In the Gila, they have been using Western New
Mexico University for the mapping. The University has also set up a website so residents can know
where the fires are located and take appropriate action. With modern technology there are lots of
things that can be done for safety issues.
Judy discussed how important it was to monitor the fire effects after the burns. Who should
be responsible for collecting this data was then discussed. Ralph suggested universities could do the
monitoring. He added that the Malpai Group has been talking about having some of their scientists do
this type of work. There are options and opportunities available for this type of monitoring. More
discussion followed.
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Ralph explained a white paper he wrote for the Quivera Coalition. He entitled it; “Fire in the
Grasslands of the Southwest Is Like Using a Hammer From Your Toolbox”. He added that fire is a
tool. It can fix some things. But it’s not always necessary to use a hammer to fix everything.
Grassland fires don’t always benefit the grasses. You may see the first flush of green with the first
release of nitrogen, but that flush may not be grass. He added that he was fortunate to be working
in the Coconino Forest when Covington and his associates did their fire studies. Their science is
perfect for Ponderosa Pines but should not be applied to every herbaceous species, especially desert
grasslands. He felt the Forest Service should slow down on all their fires.
After discussion, it was decided to recommend to the Commission that the County’s existing
Wildlands Fire Protection Plan be updated.
Travel Management Planning: Bart Kicklighter added that he would be working on the Coronado’s
Travel Management Plan while he is in the Douglas District. He expects to have it finished by
December 2015. The meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m.
Respectfully submitted
Judy Keeler, Assistant Secretary
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